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Abstract

Background: With more and more genomes being sequenced, detecting synteny between gen-

omes becomes more and more important. However, for microorganisms the genomic divergence

quickly becomes large, resulting in different codon usage and shuffling of gene order and gene

elements such as exons.

Results: We present Proteny, a methodology to detect synteny between diverged genomes. It oper-

ates on the amino acid sequence level to be insensitive to codon usage adaptations and clusters

groups of exons disregarding order to handle diversity in genomic ordering between genomes.

Furthermore, Proteny assigns significance levels to the syntenic clusters such that they can be se-

lected on statistical grounds. Finally, Proteny provides novel ways to visualize results at different

scales, facilitating the exploration and interpretation of syntenic regions. We test the performance

of Proteny on a standard ground truth dataset, and we illustrate the use of Proteny on two closely

related genomes (two different strains of Aspergillus niger) and on two distant genomes (two spe-

cies of Basidiomycota). In comparison to other tools, we find that Proteny finds clusters with more

true homologies in fewer clusters that contain more genes, i.e. Proteny is able to identify a more

consistent synteny. Further, we show how genome rearrangements, assembly errors, gene dupli-

cations and the conservation of specific genes can be easily studied with Proteny.

Availability and implementation: Proteny is freely available at the Delft Bioinformatics Lab website

http://bioinformatics.tudelft.nl/dbl/software.

Contact: t.gehrmann@tudelft.nl

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

A synteny analysis is a useful way to compare organisms that allows

us to study the evolution between genomes, make claims about func-

tional conservation (McClean et al., 2010; Overbeek et al., 1999),

identify genome rearrangements (Sinha and Meller, 2007), aide

genome annotation (Vallenet et al., 2006) and even predict genome

assembly errors.

Numerous tools are already available to detect synteny.

Tools like Mugsy (Angiuoli and Salzberg, 2011), Mauve (Darling

et al., 2004), Multiz (Blanchette et al., 2004) and Sibelia (Minkin

et al., 2013), focus only on highly related genomes. OrthoCluster

(Zeng et al., 2008) and SyMAP (Soderlund et al., 2011) operate at

the DNA level and discover groups of genes with their gene order

being conserved. These assumptions are too strict when considering

more distant genomes (see Supplementary Material S1).

i-ADHoRe (Proost et al., 2012; Simillion et al., 2008;

Vandepoele et al., 2002) works at the protein level and builds a

homologous gene matrix based on protein–protein alignments, de-

tecting clusters of genes by identifying diagonal groups of genes,
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allowing for a maximum gap size. However, for more distant

genomes, exons may be inserted and removed from genes, while

splice variants remain conserved (Long et al., 2003). Consequently,

it seems more reasonable to detect synteny between more distant

genomes by considering the protein level at the resolution of exons,

rather than the genes.

We introduce a method, called Proteny, which can discover stat-

istically significant syntenic clusters between diverged genomes that

may have different codon usages. Proteny analyses synteny at the

exon level, so that more distant homologies can be revealed. As

Proteny assigns a significance level to the detected syntenic clusters,

it only requires setting a P-value cutoff and an intuitive parameter

balancing the conservation ratio of the detected clusters.

Traditionally, synteny is visualized using dot-matrix plots such as

those in R2Cat (Husemann and Stoye, 2010) and SyMAP (Soderlund

et al., 2011), which is useful to visualize the synteny between entire

genomes but not when closely inspecting specific regions. Novel tech-

niques such as (Shaw, 2008) can visualize synteny between many gen-

omes at a lower level but quickly produces complicated figures when

looking at very large regions or sufficiently different organisms.

Easyfig (Sullivan et al., 2011) can look at different levels and can be

used to annotate interesting regions; however, it must be done manu-

ally. Cinteny (Sinha and Meller, 2007) provides multi-level visualiza-

tions to display synteny between multiple organisms, but it cannot

visualize exons. With Proteny, we also introduce a user-friendly visu-

alization for examining the discovered syntenic regions, which are es-

pecially useful when genomes are more distant.

Proteny is quantitatively benchmarked against a dataset from the

Yeast Gene Order Browser that includes a gold standard of orthol-

ogy relationships (Byrne and Wolfe, 2005), and it is compared to i-

ADHoRe. We demonstrate the utility of Proteny on two fungal data-

sets: (i) two Aspergillus niger genomes that are known to be highly

related, illustrating how Proteny can be used to explore the similar-

ities and differences between two genomes and (ii) two mushroom

forming fungi (of the phylum basidiomycota) Schizopyllum com-

mune and Agaricus bisporus, demonstrating the power of Proteny to

detect syntenic regions between more distant genomes which also

differ in their codon usage (see Supplementary Material S1). As there

is no gold standard for these datasets, we qualitatively analyze the

discovered clusters.

2 Methods

2.1 General overview
Proteny detects syntenic clusters by translating all exon regions into

protein sequences and producing a set of BLASTp hits (Fig. 1a).

Proteny then calculates a distance between all hits based on genomic

distance, resulting in a distance matrix. From this distance matrix,

Proteny builds a dendrogram where each node represents a cluster

of hits (Fig. 1b). The dendrogram is traversed in a depth first proced-

ure, searching for clusters with significant scores based on a statis-

tical test. Each cluster is scored depending on the hits which are

found within the cluster and the number of unaccounted exons

(exons without hits) that lie within the genomic regions that the

cluster covers. When a significant cluster is found (and its child is

not more significant), the branch is cut (i.e. no smaller clusters are

evaluated in that branch). Proteny terminates when no more signifi-

cant clusters can be found, culminating in a set of significant clusters

of hits (Fig. 1c). These clusters can then be visualized by looking at

the individual hits (Fig. 1d) or at a higher level (Fig. 1e).

2.2 Obtaining a mapping
A mapping from organism b to organism c is a set of pairs, whereby

a locus in organism b is linked to a locus in organism c. Proteny links

loci on their translated sequence similarity. For that, all exons in

each organism are translated to construct two BLAST databases

(Altschul et al., 1997) and two sequence sets for each genome. A bi-

directional BLASTp (using default parameters) then produces a

mapping, i.e. a set of bi-directional hits hi 2 H, between sequences

from the two organisms describing a similarity between two se-

quences. Consequently, a hit represents two regions, hi ¼ ðrb
i ; r

c
i Þ,

which correspond to the genomic location of subsequences of exons

in the genomes of organisms b and c, respectively. A region has a

start and an end, i.e. rv
i ¼ ðs

v
i ; e

v
i Þ, where v corresponds to an organ-

ism. All these variables are clarified in Supplementary Figure S3a.

2.3 Distances between hits
To cluster hits, we need a definition of similarity between them,

which we base on the distance between their associated regions. The

distance between two regions on the same genome is given by

Equation (1).

distðrv
i ; r

v
j Þ ¼ maxf0;maxðsv

i ; s
v
j Þ �minðev

i ; e
v
j Þg (1)

Fig. 1. An illustration of how Proteny works. (a) First, BLASTp is used to pro-

duce a set of hits, which are used to build (b) a dendrogram which is tra-

versed to find (c) significant clusters (red boxes). (d) Individual hits are

displayed (here in turquoise) in a region visualization, while (e) significant

clusters are displayed (here in red) in a chromosome visualization
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The distance between two hits is then defined as the sum of the

distance between the two regions on one genome and the distance

between the two regions on the other genome.

dðhi; hjÞ ¼ distðrb
i ; r

b
j Þ þ distðrc

i ; r
c
j Þ (2)

Note that when two regions overlap (i.e. their distance is zero),

they do not contribute to the distance between two hits.

Supplementary Figure S3b illustrates the distance between two hits

as the sum of the distances between the regions they involve. In

Supplementary Figure S3c, we see an example of an exon duplica-

tion and two hits referring to the same exon.

2.4 Constructing a dendrogram
Using this distance measure between hits, we construct a dendro-

gram through a single linkage hierarchical clustering. An example is

shown in Figure 1b. We first group all hits by the chromosomes on

which the hits fall. For any pair of chromosomes (each on a different

genome), Proteny builds a dendrogram, in which each node repre-

sents a cluster of hits. It is important to note that we cluster not

exons but hits. This strategy may result in an exon being present in

multiple clusters (and multiple dendrograms), allowing us to handle

duplications.

However, the height of the tree reflects only the density of hits

not the quality of conservation within. Cutting the tree to produce

clusters based on height alone will therefore not be sufficient.

Instead, we define a cluster score which reflects our expectations of

syntenic clusters.

2.5 A cluster score
As in Ghiurcuta and Moret (2014), we consider a syntenic region

good if it maximizes the similarity within the cluster and minimizes

the similarity between them. We characterize each cluster with a

cluster score, which describes the similarity within the cluster but is

punished by the similarity to other regions. The similarity within the

cluster is described by the quality of the hits which lie within the re-

gion, and the similarity to other regions is described by the quality

of hits which fall within the genomic region defined by the cluster

but have no hits within the cluster (unaccounted exons). The quality

of a hit should reflect the coverage of the hit over the exons it covers

and the significance of this hit. We therefore define a quality score

KðhiÞ for a hit hi 2 H between two exon sequences:

KðhiÞ ¼ f1�minð1;EðhiÞÞg �
jjrb

i jj þ jjr
c
i jj

jjxb
i jj þ jjx

c
i jj
; (3)

where xv
i is the exon the hit hi refers to on genome v, jj � jj is the

length of a given sequence or region and EðhiÞ is the e-value of the

hit. The ratio represents the fraction of the size of the exons which

are covered by the hits, favoring hits which cover the whole exon.

This ratio is multiplied by 1� EðhiÞ to factor in the significance of

the hit, so that insignificant hits will deteriorate the score. Note that

Kð�Þ 2 ½0;1� where 1 is the perfect score.

Then, the cluster score, s(C), accumulates the hit scores for the

hits within the cluster but is penalized by exons within the cluster

which do not have a hit in the cluster C:

sðCÞ ¼ 2 �
X
hi2C

KðhiÞ �
X

e2Ub
C
[Uc

C

maxhj2He
KðhjÞ; (4)

where Uv
C is the set of exons on genome v which are located within

cluster C but are unaccounted for within the cluster, and He are all

the bi-directional BLASTp hits to exon e (for e from organism b or c).

If He is empty (i.e. the unaccounted exon has no hit to the other gen-

ome), then the cluster is not penalized (see Supplementary Fig. S3d).

Note that the penalization for unaccounted exons is based on the

maximum hit score. The main motivation for this is that if an un-

accounted exon has a better hit somewhere else then it should not be

in the current cluster. However, if the unaccounted exon does not

have a hit anywhere on the other genome (He being empty), then,

without knowing anything more about it, it should not affect the

cluster score.

2.6 A dynamic cutting algorithm
Proteny cuts the dendrogram at a given node depending upon the

significance of the cluster score assigned to that node (see next sec-

tion). However, some clusters contain so many good hits that they

may contain many large gaps (unaccounted exons), while still being

significant. To counter that, we restrict ourselves to clusters which

satisfy a minimum ‘conservation ratio’, given by the user-specified

parameter s. The conservation ratio sC of a cluster C, is defined as
nCþ1

nb
C
þnc

C
þ1

, where nC ¼ jCj, the number of hits in the cluster,

nb
C ¼ jU

b
C \Hj, the number of unaccounted exons on genome

b which have a hit elsewhere and nc
C ¼ jU

c
C \Hj, the number of un-

accounted exons on genome c, that have a hit elsewhere.

The dendrogram will therefore not be cut at a single height but

at different heights depending on the significance and the conserva-

tion ratio. For such an approach, a ‘dynamic tree cut’, other meth-

ods exist (Langfelder et al., 2008; Mason et al., 2009), but those do

not rely upon a statistical significance to cut. We use a greedy cut-

ting algorithm, given in SE-8. Starting at the root node, check if the

current node satisfies the conservation ratio and has a lower P-value

than its child nodes. If both are true, and the node is significant,

then we cut at this node and we do not descend further into the tree.

Alternatively, if the current node is not significant or either of the

child nodes have a lower P value and satisfy the conservation ratio,

we descend instead to the children.

2.7 Testing the significance of a cluster
To calculate the significance of a cluster, we must build a null distri-

bution of cluster scores. Other methods which calculate the statis-

tical significance of a cluster such as Jahn et al. (2013) do not take

into account the similarity between clusters that our cluster score

does. Therefore, we must build our own null distribution of cluster

scores for each particular size of cluster (i.e. combination of nC, nb
C

and nc
C). Although a null distribution constructed from hits with

random scores that are randomly distributed along the genome

would be ideal, it is computationally infeasible as we would need to

re-cluster at every iteration. Instead, we permute hit scores after the

clustering, thereby assuming no fixed structure in successive hits, as

would be the case if the hits were randomly distributed. Hence, the

cluster score for one permutation becomes:

spðCÞ ¼ 2 �
XnC

k¼1

Pk �
Xnb

C

k¼1

Pb�
k þ

Xnc
C

k¼1

Pc�
k

0
@

1
A (5)

where Pk is the kth element of a randomly shuffled list of all bi-

directional BLASTp all bi-directional BLASTp hit scores H (created

by random reordering), and Pv�
k is the kth element of a randomly

permuted list of only best bi-directional BLASTp hits for each exon

in organism v (by taking only the best hit for each exon).

P values can now easily be obtained by comparing the actual

cluster score to the permuted scores. However, since many nodes in
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the dendrograms are tested, we need to correct for multiple testing.

For a pair of organisms with jHj hits between them, we would in the

worst case perform 2jHj tests, calling for a Bonferroni correction of

2jHj. With such a correction, and a P-value threshold of a, at least

2jHj
a

l m
permutations would be required just to achieve the resolution

required to detect a cluster. This correction factor, and thereby the

number of permutations can become very high, and we therefore

wish to limit the number of permutations when possible.

Unfortunately, the inheritance procedure of Goeman and Finos

(2012), which controls the family-wise error rate for hierarchical

tests does not apply, since our problem does not fulfill the condition

that significant tests must have significant parent tests. Similarly, the

same condition for the false-discovery-rate correction for trees of

Yekutieli (2008) is not met. We integrate four approaches which

help us making the number of permutations more tractable.

2.7.1 Not considering all clusters

As we are interested in synteny (beyond homology statements be-

tween genes), we are not interested in clusters which are smaller

than two genes, nodes in the dendrogram which contain fewer than

two genes are not tested.

2.7.2 Early stopping

We can apply the method of Knijnenburg et al. (2009), to limit fur-

ther permutations when the number of exceedences is already suffi-

cient. The cluster which is then not significant, will never be

significant with more permutations. As we only wish to detect sig-

nificant clusters, we can apply this strategy.

2.7.3 Analytical solution

If a cluster is large enough (see Supplementary Material S4.1), we

can make use of an analytical description of the null distribution,

based on the central limit theorem (CLT) described in

Supplementary Equation S6. The cluster score is a sum of three dif-

ferent distributions, each component being a summation over ran-

dom variables. Consequently, where possible, we use the CLT

approximation for the null distribution. We revert to the permuta-

tion method if the cluster size is too small.

2.7.4 Dynamic correction

Rather than using a worst-case multiple testing scenario to deter-

mine the number of tests to correct for, we determine the number of

tests dynamically. That is, we start out by setting the initial number

of tests to 1, and, following the dynamic cutting algorithm (SE-8),

we increase the correction factor only when we descend to a child

node in the tree. Alternatively, if a node is called significant, we do

not need to increase the correction factor.

For insignificant nodes, this is always allowed since it will only

be more insignificant at higher correction factors. However, signifi-

cant nodes will have to be revisited (since with the larger correction

factor, they may become insignificant). The advantage here is that

when we need to revisit a node, we only need to do the additional

permutations; i.e. we can still make use of the earlier permutations.

This procedure is performed iteratively until no further tests are

performed.

2.8 Visualization
Proteny provides two different types of visualization: (i) a chromo-

some-level visualization and (ii) a region-level visualization.

Chromosome-level visualizations allow us to have an overview of

the relationships between two genomes. In this visualization (e.g.

Fig. 3), the outer ring is the genome, the inner ring represents the

genes (blue and orange representing genes on the forward and re-

verse strand, respectively) and the ribbons between two loci repre-

sent a conserved cluster. The query chromosome is shown first, in a

clockwise-fashion from 12 O’clock onward.

The region-level visualizations show only a few loci from both

genomes (e.g. Fig. 4e). Again, the outer ring represents the regions

on the genome and the inner ring represents genes. Now, additional

green boxes within the genes represent exons. The intensity of each

link represents the quality score Kð�Þ of the hit. The ribbons no lon-

ger represent clusters, rather, they are the original BLASTp hits be-

tween exons.

2.9 Implementation details
For data handling, we use the Ibidas (Hulsman et al., 2013) data

query and manipulation suite, and the Circos (Krzywinski et al.,

2009) utility is used to visualize the discovered clusters. For more in-

formation, see Supplementary Material S6.

3 Results

3.1 Yeast gene order browser dataset
The YGOB (Byrne and Wolfe, 2005) provides a ground truth

through a large set of ortholog relationships between 20 yeast gen-

omes. We use the data and scores described in Ghiurcuta and Moret

(2014) to compare Proteny to i-ADHoRe. Since Proteny performs a

pairwise synteny discovery analysis, the two scores are equivalent.

We use the same parameters for i-ADHoRe and fasta36 (Pearson,

1998) as given in Ghiurcuta and Moret (2014). For Proteny, a

P-value threshold of 0.05 and a conservation threshold of 1. We

score the clusters that i-adhore and Proteny find using the relaxed

score in (Ghiurcuta and Moret, 2014).

Figure 2 shows the means of the relaxed scores for all clusters in

each of the pairwise tests for both Proteny and i-ADHoRe. Proteny

had a higher average cluster score in 16 out of 28 experiments. In 15

of these, the relaxed cluster score distributions were significantly

different (by a Bonferroni corrected Kolmogorov–Smirnov test),

Fig. 2. The means and their standard deviations of relaxed scores across all

syntenic clusters for Proteny (y-axis) and i-ADHoRe (x-axis) clusters, for each

pairwise test. Red points are cases where the relaxed score distributions are

not significantly different between Proteny and i-ADHoRe (q< 0.5

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test with Bonferroni multiple testing correction)
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Fig. 3. Syntenic clusters found for S.commune on (a) scaffold 5, (b) scaffold 6 and (c) scaffold 7 in n402. For scaffolds 5 and 6, one can see that n402 has under-

gone a rearrangement

Fig. 4. (a) The synteny between scaffold 2 in S.commune and the scaffolds in A.bisporus. (b) The hits between scaffold 2 in S.commune and scaffold 2 in

A.bisporus show a scattered synteny. (c) The syntenic relationships between scaffold 1 in S.commune and the scaffolds in A.bisporus. The three scaffolds 1, 4

and 14 share a lot in common with scaffold 1 in S.commune, and it follows that, at some point the two species diverged when the scaffold split in the branch of

A.bisporus but not in the branch of S.commune. (d) There is an interesting region on scaffold 8 of S.commune. (e) A repeated gene elucidates a divergent trait be-

tween A.bisporus and S.commune. (f) A Proteny cluster of a given size generally has more genes than an i-ADHoRe cluster of the same size. In this figure, ‘basid’

refers to the basidiomycete analysis, and ‘aspni’ refers to the A.niger analysis. It can be seen in this figure that Proteny cluster gene densities are higher than

those of i-ADHoRe and a t-test with unequal variance assumptions states that the distributions of cluster scores are separated with a P value of 9:1� 10�75
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see also Supplementary Figure S12c. Although i-ADHoRe had

higher average relaxed scores in 12 experiments, in 10 of these cases,

the distributions of relaxed scores are not significantly different.

Based on this, Proteny either performs comparably to or outper-

forms i-ADHoRe on this dataset.

3.2 Aspergillus niger
We study two strains of A.niger, which have been separated by

50 years of evolution, n402 and CBS513.88. CBS513.88 is an indus-

trial strain, which is used as a cell factory for enzyme and metabolite

production, while n402 is a laboratory strain used in research. We

use this to demonstrate the performance of the method. Since we

know that the two strains must be highly related, we expect to find

large similarities between the two genomes. The A.niger CBS513.88

genome (Pel et al., 2007) and annotation were retrieved from the

Aspergillus genome database (Arnaud et al., 2010). The de novo

genome sequence of laboratory strain A.niger n402 was unpublished

at time of writing (see Acknowledgements). The n402 strain has

13 612 genes, whereas the industrial strain CBS513.88 has 14 067

genes. Because of incomplete genome assemblies, we deal with scaf-

folds rather than chromosomes. The n402 and CBS513.88 strains

have 24 and 19 scaffolds, respectively. For this dataset, we set s¼2,

because we assume that the two strains are quite similar.

3.2.1 General synteny

Proteny finds high conservation between the two strains. In total,

Proteny finds 119 syntenic clusters, covering 10 880 n402 genes

and 10 956 genes in CBS513.88 (see Supplementary Table S2). We

compare Proteny’s results to those of i-ADHoRe, as it is the only

tool that also works on the protein level and is not specifically

designed for similar genomes. i-ADHoRe finds 189 syntenic

clusters, covering 9667 (9310 in common with Proteny) and

9728 genes (9343 in common) from the n402 and CBS513.88

strains, respectively. We find that 66.5% of the area covered by

the clusters discovered by Proteny and i-ADHoRe is found by both

algorithms.

By calculating the score for each i-ADHoRe cluster using our

scoring function, we find that only 93 (49.2%) of the clusters that

i-ADHoRe finds are significant (see Supplementary Table S6), and

most have a very small conservation ratio (see Supplementary

Fig. S10b). Furthermore, we see in Figure 4f, that Proteny generally

has more genes in i-ADHoRe clusters of the same size. From this

we conclude that Proteny finds more genes in fewer clusters.

Apparently, Proteny discovers informative clusters that tightly de-

scribe the syntenic genes.

3.2.2 Identifying a genome rearrangement

Figure 3a and b shows the syntenic clusters Proteny discovers for

n402 scaffolds 5 and 6, respectively. These figures show that

A.nigern402 was formed by a rearrangement: parts 5A and 12A

from CBS513.88 (Fig. 3a) have fused together to form scaffold 5 in

the n402 strain. Likewise, scaffold 6 from n402 was formed by the

fusion of parts 5B and 12B (Fig. 3b). From these detected syntenic

regions, one can conclude that scaffolds 5 and 12 of CBS513.88

have split in two and fused together over time to form two scaf-

folds in n402. When comparing with i-ADHoRe (Supplementary

Fig. S5a–c), we see that Proteny gives a clearer synteny (i.e.

i-ADHoRe is cluttered with other supposed syntenies), and at the

same time, Proteny gives more detail on the fused or separated syn-

tenic regions.

3.2.3 Assisting genome assembly

Proteny can also assist in genome assembly. By studying the visual-

izations, we can quickly inform ourselves about the results of an as-

sembly. Figure 3c shows that scaffold 7 of n402 maps to part 5C

from CBS513.88, whereas according to Figure 3b, scaffold 6 of

n402 maps to the connecting part 5B in CBS513.88. This indicates

that scaffolds 6 and 7 in the n402 assembly could be joined

together.

The effect is even more pronounced in Supplementary Figure

S7a–c. We see that three chromosomes in n402 map to a single

chromosome in the CBS513.88 genome. Proteny can guide an as-

sembly and suggest that they be joined together in the n402 genome,

as in the CBS513.88 genome.

3.3 Basidiomycota
Next, we applied Proteny to S.commune (Ohm et al., 2010), a

model organism for mushroom formation, and A.bisporus (Baker et

al., 2013), which is a commercially valuable mushroom but has a

relatively large evolutionary distance to S.commune. We retrieved

the genomes and genome annotation files for S.communev 2:0 and

A.bisporusv 2:0 from the JGI genome portal (Grigoriev et al., 2012).

S.commune has 14 652 genes, and A.bisporus has 10 438 genes. As

before, these organisms have incomplete genome assemblies, with

36 and 31 scaffolds, respectively. For this experiment, we set s¼1,

because while we assume a lot of divergence, we are interested in

conserved clusters.

3.3.1 General synteny

Proteny finds 345 significant clusters, covering 5828 S.commune

genes lying within conserved regions, and 4572 A.bisporus genes

(see Supplementary Table S2). Many exons do not have a bi-direc-

tional BLASTp hit, resulting in many smaller clusters. i-ADHoRe

discovers 377 clusters which cover 2588 S.commune genes (2889 in

common with Proteny) and 4090 A.bisporus genes (2662 in com-

mon). The area (41.4%) covered by the clusters discovered by

Proteny and i-ADHoRe is found by both algorithms. From these

clusters (see Supplementary Table S7), we find that, using our scor-

ing function, only 327 (57.1%) i-ADHoRe clusters are significant.

The reason we find so many more genes than i-ADHoRe stems from

the orderless detection of the clusters. The results from Proteny

show that although both mushrooms are evolutionarily distant, a

large portion of the genes remain conserved.

Figure 4f shows the genomic size of a Proteny cluster is smaller

than that of an i-ADHoRe cluster containing the same number of

genes. The figure also shows that a Proteny cluster of a given size

generally has more genes than an i-ADHoRe cluster of the same

size. i-ADHoRe clusters contain more unaccounted exons (gaps),

confirmed by Supplementary Figure S10b and e. Again, we conclude

that Proteny finds fewer clusters which harbor more genes.

3.3.2 Large similarities

We even observe large similarities between the diverged genomes, as

shown in Figure 4a between scaffold 2 in S.commune and scaffold

2 in A.bisporus. When we look at this cluster more closely in

Figure 4b, we see that the hits are very dense. Figure 4a also shows

that Proteny results in a much clearer synteny between the scaffolds

than i-ADHoRe (Supplementary Fig. S6b), which includes many

other clusters which occlude the results. This can be attributed to

the result of the orderless synteny detection of Proteny. i-ADHoRe

discovers more clusters, which contain large stretches of gaps

between genes. For example, the additional cluster between
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chromosome 2 in S.commune and chromosome 7 in A.bisporus seen

in Supplementary Figure S6b, which is not found by Proteny in

Figure 4a, contains only a few spurious hits between a few genes

with many unaccounted exons (Supplementary Table S6, no. 141).

3.3.3 Scattered synteny

Figure 4c shows that scaffold 1 of the S.commune assembly consists

primarily of three scaffolds in the A.bisporus assembly, over a number

of syntenic blocks. Clearly, the three A.bisporus scaffolds 1, 4 and 14

have a lot in common with scaffold 1 in S.commune, and it follows

that at some point the two species diverged when the scaffold split in

the branch of A.bisporus but not in the branch of S.commune.

Alternatively, the ‘scattered’ effect may be the result of an incorrect

assembly of scaffolds 1, 4 and 14 in A.bisporus. Note that despite the

syntenic regions between the two fungi being highly scattered,

Proteny is able to detect the syntenic relationships and the visual-

izations allow us to explore the discovered clusters. For i-ADHoRe,

the results are harder to examine, see Supplementary Figure S6a.

3.3.4 Gene duplication

Figure 4d shows the syntenic clusters detected in scaffold 8 of

S.commune. We see an interesting phenomenon here: there is a re-

gion in S.commune, which is repeated several times in A.bisporus.

Figure 4e zooms in on this region. Here it becomes clear that there

are three genes which are duplicated many times in A.bisporus.

These genes are cytochrome P450 monooxygenases, which are

involved in metabolism detoxification (Crešnar and Petrič, 2011),

and are expected to be involved in the detoxification of byproducts

from lignin degradation. The fact that S.commune has fewer copies

of the P450 compared with A.bisporus highlights the fact that

S.commune does not have the ability to degrade lignin, while

A.bisporus does. The speciation event which separated S.commune

and A.bisporus came before A.bisporus was able to degrade lignin

and can be derived from the number of P450 copies in A.bisporus.

Figure 4e reveals that many of these duplications are not entirely

conserved, often exons are missing or new ones are there instead, ex-

emplifying the benefit of the exon-level analysis. This again shows

the capabilities of Proteny (i-ADHoRe does not detect this region,

Supplementary Fig. S6c).

3.3.5 Developmental proteins are conserved

We are particularly interested in eight transcription factors and a

light sensing protein which have been linked to mushroom forma-

tion in S.commune (Ohm et al., 2012). To increase the confidence

that these transcription factors are functionally similar in both

S.commune and A.bisporus, we wish to find that these genes lie in

syntenic regions. Proteny reveals that six of these nine developmen-

tal proteins lie within conserved clusters. Supplementary Figure S8c

shows the region-level plot for the cluster which contains the tran-

scription factor gat1. The figure clearly shows that the transcription

factor lies in a well-conserved region, i.e. neighboring genes in

A.bisporus match to neighboring genes in S.commune.

Supplementary Figure S8 shows the region-level plots for the clusters

of the other developmental proteins found in syntenic clusters, and

Supplementary Figure S9 shows the developmental proteins which

were not found.

4 Discussion

We presented Proteny, a methodology which identifies significant

conserved syntenic clusters of exons between two genomes through

a novel method for cutting dendrograms and a new dynamic mul-

tiple testing correction algorithm. Knowledge of the discovered clus-

ters allow us to uncover genome rearrangement events (as shown for

both the A.niger strains and the Basidiomycota), make more moti-

vated statements about functional conservation (as for S.commune),

identify possible errors in the assembly of related genomes (like in

A.niger) and study the evolution between species (as in looking at

the cytochrome P450 monooxygenases in A.bisporus and

S.commune).

When comparing with i-ADHoRe, the most competitive tool, on

a ground truth dataset, we find Proteny outperforms i-ADHoRe.

Qualitatively, we observe that i-ADHoRe finds more clusters, cover-

ing fewer genes than Proteny clusters. Proteny finds gene-dense clus-

ters of high quality, as verified by the cluster scores achieved by

Proteny on the YGOB dataset. This can be attributed to the statis-

tical testing procedure and the conservation ratio we enforce in

Proteny.

One practical advantage of Proteny over other synteny tools is

that, besides the BLASTp settings (for which we used default values

in our experiments), it only requires specifying a significance thresh-

old (which can be set by statistical reasoning) and a conservation

ratio parameter s. It should be noted that Proteny could work with

other aligners also and that BLASTp could be replaced by other pro-

tein sequence aligner.

On the other hand, i-ADHoRe and many other tools are able to

perform an analysis on more than two genomes at a time. Proteny

could be generalized towards any number of species by a progressive

heuristic similar to the star multiple alignment heuristic (Altschul

and Lipman, 1989), which uses a central sequence with pairwise se-

quence alignments to guide the multiple alignment.

It is important to note that the cluster score of Proteny does not

account for the conservation of the order of the exons within the

cluster. This can most prominently be seen in the synteny between

scaffold 2 of S.commune and scaffold 2 of A.bisporus (Fig. 4a and

b), where the order of the hits is scrambled. Although the ordering

of the exons does play a role when constructing the dendrogram

(nearby hits are merged first), we chose that the ordering should not

play a role when scoring the clusters. This was a deliberate choice

since Proteny was designed to find synteny between relatively diver-

gent organisms in a microbiology context where evolution is fast; in-

sertions, inversions, strand changes and gene shuffling occur

frequently. Clearly, in other problem settings, the order may be im-

portant, in which case the cluster score in Proteny should be ad-

justed. However, one should be careful when designing a

corresponding permutation scheme, e.g. a circular permutation of

hit scores to preserve the order of hits in that set, as this might result

in computational difficulties, as (e.g.) the CLT approximation will

not hold anymore.

By searching for synteny at the exon level, we exclude the influ-

ence of noncoding regions of the genome, which are typically not

well conserved between divergent genomes. While an analysis at the

gene level is interesting, we reasoned that it makes more sense to

look at the conservation of individual exons within the gene. The re-

gion-level visualizations indeed show that conservation is higher at

the exon level than at the gene level, i.e. some exons may be missing,

making the gene less conserved, while individual exons are

conserved.

The ability to give each cluster a P value is an important contri-

bution. However, the null distribution assumes that there is a com-

pletely random relationship between the organisms, which is not

true. Currently, the s parameter, representing a lower bound

on their conservation ratio (in terms of the ratio of conserved and
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non-conserved exons) is used to regulate the clusters. Future contri-

butions could develop a null model which takes into account evolu-

tion between two species. For example, a better permutation may

shuffle groups of exons (genes), rather than individual exons. Yet as

indicated earlier, this will give rise to computational difficulties.

Another important consideration is that exons which do not

have a hit with the other organism increase the distance between

hits when constructing the dendrogram, but they do not penalize the

cluster score. Again, this was a deliberate choice to be less sensitive

to evolutionary insertions and deletions but could be changed by

using a different distance measure.

Altogether, Proteny is a powerful tool which can detect synteny

between relatively divergent genomes at the amino acid sequence

level. It detects clusters of exons based on a significance test and pro-

vides a rich visualization which supports the interpretation of the de-

tected syntenic regions.
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